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	TrackWise DigitalEnabling a digital quality ecosystem to deliver the promise of proactive quality



	QualityWise.aiThe world’s first AI-enabled platform designed to augment quality management decision-making



	TrackWiseEnd-to-end solution for enterprise quality management



	Honeywell Product Quality Review (HPQR)Modernize the Annual Product Quality Review (APQR) process



	Honeywell Life Sciences Applications SuiteA library of business applications, each designed to meet a specific life sciences use case
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				BLOG

				Cultivate a Culture of Quality: 3 Steps to Getting Started

				Cultivating a quality culture is critical for any organization's long-term success, regardless of industry or size.  

			
		
	
			
				REFERENCE

				Effective Implementation of a Quality Management System (QMS): Streamlining Processes and Maximizing Success

				This article will address common implementation challenges, particularly with regard to quality management software and provide insights on how to implement a QMS effectively.

			
		
	
			
				CASE STUDY

				Empowering Innovation: Revelle Aesthetics Transforms Document Management and Training with TrackWise Digital

				Revelle Aesthetics selected TrackWise Digital to manage its key quality management processes—document management and training management.

			
		
	
			
				BLOG

				The Elements of a Successful CAPA Process

				To date, the most widely-used and effective process for ensuring safety and quality management is a closed-loop corrective action and preventive action system (CAPA).
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				The Impact of Digital QMS Solutions on the Life Sciences Industry

				The evolution of cloud-based quality management systems is transforming expectations and changing realities in the life sciences industry. Find out how in our latest newsletter edition.

			
		
	
			
				CASE STUDY

				Eisai’s TrackWise Digital Conversion: From On-Premises to the Cloud

				The company continues to automate key quality processes since conversion to TrackWise Digital.
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		In the News


		
						
				HTBA Selects TrackWise Digital to Deliver Digital Quality Management Across Specialized Ingredients Value Chain

								October 14, 2020

			

			
				
HAMILTON, NJ – OCTOBER 14, 2020 – Today, Sparta Systems announced that HTBA (HealthTech BioActives), a leading global company specializing in flavonoids and vitamin B-12 derivatives, has selected TrackWise Digital® as its next-generation quality management platform. Following a recent divesture, HTBA chose TrackWise Digital QMS to accelerate its digital strategy while simplifying and standardizing quality processes.  




“We wanted to embrace digital transformation from the outset and establish a robust quality management platform to support our growth,” said Francisco Matas, HTBA IT Manager. “With TrackWise Digital, we have a modern and innovative QMS that supports our cloud strategy and will enable us to quickly consolidate and scale both our quality and document management systems. Having the support of our trusted partners, Sparta Systems and TDV, will be critical as we look to migrate, simplify and integrate quality processes and data in a new digital environment.” 




Another key factor in HTBA’s selection of TrackWise Digital was the availability of Sparta’s Quality Process Accelerators (QPAs). These allow HTBA to standardize its quality processes based on industry best practices ensuring a faster time-to-value and efficient compliance.  




Sparta Vice President of Digital Innovation, Stephen McCarthy, said, “Mergers and divestures are commonplace in the Life Sciences industry and often drive a reassessment of internal processes. The need to unify data on an agile, robust cloud-based QMS that can be quickly implemented and adopted is critical in helping organizations become compliant and operational rapidly. With TrackWise Digital, HTBA can ensure its products meet the highest quality standards while enjoying streamlined and efficient quality operations as it continues to grow its global specialized ingredients business.” 

Download a PDF of this Press Release









About HTBA 




HTBA (HealthTech BioActives) – now of The Riverside Company – is a world-leading company highly specialized in flavonoids and vitamin B12 derivatives. Leveraging 40 years’ experience in the production of pharmaceuticals and health ingredients from naturally sourced materials, HTBA is determined to go further to formulate new standards. HTBA covers the entire value chain from raw materials to commercialization, with global reach in pharmaceuticals, dietary supplements, food, feed and cosmetics. Headquartered in Barcelona, HTBA has two owned manufacturing plants, one applications laboratory, and one exclusive CMO dedicated to Vitamin B12 derivatives. Our talented team is constantly striving to go beyond our clients’ expectations because at HTBA we have one goal: challenging current models to improve our customers’ well-being. Visit www.htba.com for more information. 




About Sparta Systems  




Sparta’s industry-leading quality management systems bring together an organization’s quality processes in a single place, increasing efficiency and performance while helping to achieve compliance and reduce risk. Sparta is the provider of TrackWise® enterprise QMS software and TrackWise Digital®,  a next-generation, cloud and digital enabled QMS SaaS platform. With over 1 million users in more than 30 countries, companies in life sciences and other industries rely on Sparta’s expertise and solutions to optimize quality and help them deliver safe and effective products to market. 




About TDV 




TDV is a technological consulting company providing services to the Pharmaceutical, Medical Devices and Biotech Industries, related to regulatory compliance, namely GMP, GLP and GCP regulations. Since 1997 the company provides assistance to Life Science companies worldwide, preparing FDA and EMA inspections, providing services for computerized systems validation, process validation, GMP compliance audits, commissioning & qualification, Quality Management Systems and Training Services. The company operates worldwide from its headquarters in Barcelona, Spain and the affiliate company in Shanghai, China. Visit www.tdvct.com for more information. 
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